Code.org

- Code is a term that in this context means instructions given to a computer
- 20,000 teachers trained
- Every student in every school should have the opportunity to learn computer science
Code Studio

- https://studio.code.org
- Online courses created by Code.org
- 11,151,730,618 lines of code written by 8 million students
- For all ages
Hour of Code™

- takes place each year during Computer Science Education Week in December
- can host an Hour of Code all year round.
- helps nurture problem-solving skills, logic & creativity
- 2.5 million girls are enrolled in Code Studio
Introduction Video

Get Inspired!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nKlu9yen5nc
Let’s Code!

Minecraft

Star Wars

Frozen

https://code.org/learn
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